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Let G be a ¿>-primary abelian group and ß an ordinal number such

that G/p^G is totally projective. It is shown that G is transitive if

and only if pßG is transitive. The same result is also proved regarding

full transitivity. These theorems extend results of Griffith [l].

The primary group G is said to be potentially transitive if G/{x}

—G/{y} whenever x and y are elements of G that have the same

height sequence. Using an example suggested by Megibben, we prove

there exist primary groups that are not potentially transitive.

1. Let G be a ^-primary abelian group. Denote by pG the subgroup

of G consisting of all the elements of the form px, where x is in G.

Define paG inductively by pa+1G = pip"G) and pßG = f)a<ßpaG if ß is

a limit ordinal. The height of an element x in G is denoted by /tc(x)

and is defined to be the largest ordinal a such that xEpaG if such

exists; if not, then &g(x) = ». We, of course, adopt the convention

that » >« for all ordinals a. It turns out, as usual, in what we do

that there is no loss of generality in assuming that G is reduced, that

is, that the intersection of all the p"G's is zero. In this case, hg(x) = °o

if and only if x = 0. By the height sequence, So(x), of an element x in

G we mean the sequence (A<j(x), haipx), haiP2G), ■ ■ ■ ), and we

specify that Sg(x) iiSG(y) if and only if hG(pnx)^hG(pny) for each

ra^O. The group G is said to be transitive if Sa(x)=SG(y) implies

that there exists an automorphism of G that takes x onto y; the con-

dition So(x)=Sa(y) is obviously necessary in order for an auto-

morphism of G to map x onto y. If Sg(x) ^So(y) implies that there

exists an endomorphism of G that maps x onto y, then G is called

fully transitive.

Kaplansky studied this kind of transitivity in [5]; his statement

suggesting that all primary groups might be transitive and fully

transitive is well known. Recently, however, Megibben [7] has given

an example of a primary group that is neither transitive nor fully

transitive. In the positive direction, Griffith [l] has shown that if

pßG is transitive where ß is a countable ordinal and if G/pßG is a

direct sum of countable groups, then G is transitive; a similar result

is proved for full transitivity without the countability condition on
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ß. In the present paper, we show that the countability condition on

ß for the transitive case can also be dropped, but more importantly

we generalize Griffith's theorems to the case where G/pßG is totally

projective for any ordinal ß.

A reduced p-primary group G is said to be totally projective if

p"Ext(G/paG, A) =0 for all a and all A. Such groups are studied in

detail in [8]. It is not difficult to show that any countable reduced

primary group G is totally projective by induction on the length of

G. Thus the direct sum of any number of countable reduced ¿»-primary

groups is totally projective.

Our main results are based on the next two theorems, which are

of independent interest. These theorems are not explicitly stated in

[3], but they are essentially contained in the results therein.

Theorem 1 (Hill [3]). Let G be a primary group and let ß be an

ordinal such that G/pßG is totally projective. If K and L are finite ex-

tensions of pßG in G, then any height-preserving isomorphism between

K and L can be extended to an automorphism of G.

Theorem 2 (Hill [3]). Let G be a primary group and let ß be an

ordinal such that G/pßG is totally projective. If K is a finite extension

of pßG in G, then any homomorphism from K into G that does not de-

crease heights, computed in G, can be extended to an endomorphism of G.

We are now prepared to prove

Theorem 3. Let ß be any ordinal. If pßG is transitive and if G/pßG

is totally projective, then G is transitive.

Proof. Let So(x)=So(y) and let re be the smallest nonnegative

integer such that pnxEpßG. Since Sg(x) =Sß(y), re is also the smallest

nonegative integer such that pnyEpßG and Sp^a(pnx) =SpßG(pny).

Thus there exists an automorphism 7r of pßG that maps pnx onto pny

since pßG is transitive. We can extend the map it to an isomorphism

d> from A = {pßG, x} onto B= {pßG, y} by mapping x onto y. More-

over, 4> preserves heights computed in G, that is, ho(<p(a)) =hß(a) for

all aEA. The theorem now follows from Theorem 1.

In a similar manner, using Theorem 2, we obtain

Theorem 4. Let ß be any ordinal. If pßG is fully transitive and if

G/pßG is totally projective, then G is fully transitive.

By taking ß sufficiently large in Theorems 3 and 4, we have the

following corollary:

Corollary. If the primary group G is totally projective, then G is

both transitive and fully transitive.
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2. A primary group G is potentially transitive if G/{x}=G/{y}

provided that x and y are elements of G that have the same height

sequence. Obviously, only a potentially transitive group can be

transitive. It is the purpose of this section to show that there exist

primary groups that are not even potentially transitive.

We begin with the following general result:

Theorem 5. Let G be a primary group such that pxG is cyclic of

order p for some ordinal X. Let T be any totally projective group of

length X+l. In order for G+7 to be potentially transitive it must be the

case that G-\-T'=G/pxG-\-T for some totally projective group T'.

Proof. Let T he any totally projective group of length X+l and

let y be a nonzero element in pxT. Let pxG= {x}. If G+T is poten-

tially transitive, then

G/pxG + T^(G + T)/{x} ^(G+ 7)/{y} ^G+ 7/{y}.

Denote by ß the height of y in 7; actually ß=\. Then y is a direct

summand of pßT; let pßT={y}+K. We have that pß(T/{y})

= PßT/{y] =K and (T/{y})/pß(T/{y})^T/pßT. Therefore it fol-
lows from Proposition 2.6 in [8] that 7/{y} is totally projective.

The proof of the theorem is finished by taking T' = T/{y}.

Using the same method and specializing, we obtain

Theorem 6. Let G be a reduced primary group such that p"G = Z(p),

such that G/p"G is a closed group, and such that G has a high subgroup

that is quasi-closed. Let H be the Prüfer group, that is, let H be the

standard totally projective group of length co + 1. Then G+77 is not

potentially transitive.

Remark. The existence of a group G satisfying the hypotheses is

guaranteed by a theorem of Megibben [ó] and a theorem of Hill and

Megibben [4].

Proof of Theorem. Let B = H/p"H = ^Z(pn) and let C=G/p"G,

a closed group. If G+77 is potentially transitive, then G-\-B = C+77.

Since C is closed and B is a direct sum of cyclic groups, it follows from

[2] that C[p] is essentially contained in G, (pnC)\p]QG for some

positive integer n. Thus any high subgroup M oí G must contain a

nondiscrete subsocle 5 which is complete in the £-adic topology. By

hypothesis, G has a high subgroup M that is quasi-closed. We know

that M cannot be closed. Furthermore M is pure-complete (every

subsocle supports a pure subgroup) [4]. Let L be a pure subgroup

of M such that L[p] = S. Then L is a closed group since 5 is complete,

and we have M = A+L for some A. This leads to a contradiction
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that a quasi-closed group that is not closed is essentially indecom-

posable [4]. We conclude that G+K is not potentially transitive.
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